1. Purpose

The Outdoor Recreational Complex is managed by Campus Recreation. The Outdoor Recreational Complex consists of the outdoor turf field, outdoor basketball courts and the outdoor track. The space is primarily used for NCCU students through campus recreation programming and athletic competition.

2. Scope

The Outdoor Recreational Complex is an open facility. Guidelines for the facility are placed on the fence which border the facility. The facility is self-managed and patrons are expected to follow posted rules. There is no unauthorized use of the facility. This a North Carolina Central University facility and is for the exclusive use of NCCU Students, Faculty, and Staff. The General Public and all Other Users must reserve the spaces prior to use by contacting Campus Recreation at 919-530-5471. NCCU reserves the right to deny anyone access to the use of the field, track, or basketball courts. Violators will be prosecuted.

3. Outdoor Recreational Complex Policies

3.1.1 Participants are expected to have their NCCU Eagle Identification card on them at all times. If patrons cannot produce an NCCU Eagle Identification card, they may be asked to leave the premises.

3.1.2 Groups are able to reserve the Outdoor Recreational Complex by requesting through FACES or completing the space request form. Campus groups may reserve space through FACES. Only affiliate student organizations and NCCU departments may reserve the space through FACES. All non-affiliated groups must complete the space request form. Campus Police is included on each reservation and determine if Campus Police is required on-site during each event.
3.1.3 Patrons are expected to follow the policies for the Outdoor Basketball Courts. Patrons must have a valid NCCU Eagle Card. Those who do not are considered trespassing. Pets are not permitted. The consumption of alcohol beverages and use of tobacco products are prohibited. Anyone suspected under the influence and not abiding policies will be asked to leave the premises immediately. In the event of inclement weather the outdoor complex will be closed and patrons are expected to leave. Hanging on the basketball rims is not permitted and patrons are not to lower or raise the goals. Failure to follow policy will result in removal from facility. The use of bicycles, skateboards, and rollerblades are prohibited on the track. The patrons are expected to keep the area clean of trash and debris. Glass containers are prohibited on the track. The use of vulgar and inappropriate language is prohibited.

3.1.4 The Outdoor Track is reserved for running and track events. No bikes, scooters, roller blades, skate boards, etc usage is permitted on the track. In the event of inclement weather the outdoor complex patrons should seek shelter.

3.1.5 The Outdoor Turf Field is a multipurpose field and is used for a variety or recreational activities. No food or drink, with exception of water, is allowed on the playing surface.